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ABSTRACT
Tracking services play a fundamental role in the smartphone
ecosystem. While their primary purpose is to provide a
smartphone user with the ability to regulate the extent of
sharing private information with external parties, these services can also be misused by advertisers in order to boost
revenues. In this paper, we investigate tracking services on
the Android and iOS smartphone platforms. We present
a simple and effective way to monitor traffic generated by
tracking services to and from the smartphone and external
servers. To evaluate our work, we dynamically execute a
set of Android and iOS applications, collected from their
respective official markets. Our empirical results indicate
that even if the user disables or limits tracking services on
the smartphone, applications can by-pass those settings and,
consequently, leak private information to external parties.
On the other hand, when testing the location ‘on’ setting,
we notice that generally location is not tracked.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.5 [Reliability]: Verification; D.4.6 [Security and Protection]: Access Controls

General Terms
Location Services, Advertising, Man-in-the-Middle, SSL

Keywords
Android, iOS, Smartphones, Location Services, Advertising

1.

INTRODUCTION

Between 2011 and 2013, smartphone consumerization has
led to an upsurge in the number of devices sold [8]. Leading the competition are Android, developed by Google [3]
and iOS, from Apple [22]. According to the author of [42],
as of June 2013, the number of activated devices running
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on Android has reached 900 million, compared to 600 million activations for iOS. However, the gap for the number of
downloaded applications on these platforms is smaller with
48 billion for Android and 50 billion for iOS, with the expectation that Android will surpass iOS by the end of 2013
[29]. These observations suggest that competition between
these two platforms will continue well into the future.
A survey conducted by Forrester [10] in late 2012 showed
that employees across 17 countries would choose Android or
iOS as the smartphone platform of choice on their primary
work device. The emergence of the ‘Bring Your Own Device’
(BYOD) trend is putting additional pressure on companies to
cater for the influx of personal smartphones connected to
corporate networks since ensuring that business intelligence
is not leaked to competitors is of utmost priority to employers.
While employers generally support the concept of BYOD
[38], they must ensure that appropriate privacy and security settings are maintained on the devices in order to prevent leakage of sensitive company information. However,
many mobile phone companies offer convenience and ‘rewards’ in return for allowing the Operating System (OS)
to track smartphones. For instance, if the smartphone can
identify a user’s location, the user can be sent information
about a favorite restaurant which is nearby [27]. Moreover,
offers of a free meal may be sent to the user via advertisements on the device. On the other hand, several existing
publications (e.g. [6, 41, 26, 12]) have been able to show
that sensitive information such as device ID and user location are often leaked via advertising libraries.
Mobile phones provide tracking services for several reasons, including those just mentioned: location identification
offers assistance with driving (or walking) to a target destination and also indicates facilities along the way.
In this paper, we test two types of tracking features for
smartphones equipped with Google or Apple OS. On both
of these platforms, users are given the options to control
the following two tracking services: (i) Location Services
and (ii) Advertising. In (i), smartphone owners can either
turn on or turn off location tracking to prevent installed
applications from discovering their physical locations. As
for advertising, users are allowed to either turn on or ‘limit’
tracking by advertising libraries embedded in applications.
To our knowledge, these default options that are provided by
the devices have not been tested in any prior work. We test
them in this paper by addressing the following questions:
• Do the On/Off settings for Location Services operate

as described?
• Do the Advertising setting options operate as described?
• What kind of information is disclosed by the smartphone when location or advertising are tracking?
For the purpose of our study, we conducted experiments
on a dataset of 102 Android and 102 iOS applications downloaded from their respective official application market [16,
35]. In addition, in each case, half of the applications were
free and the other half cost between $0.99 and $3.15. We
used two smartphones: (i) Motorola Razr, running on Android 4.0 and (ii) iPhone 4, running on iOS 6.1. We set up
Mallory [40], a monitoring platform, within a Virtual Machine (VM) to capture live traffic to and from each smartphone and external servers. All traffic was then recorded in
an SQL database and exported outside the VM for further
analysis.
Our contributions are as follows:
1. We develop an experimental setup that can be used to
monitor real-time traffic for Android and iOS applications.
2. We determine how well the location and advertising
setting options work on a sample of applications for
the Android and iOS smartphone platforms.
3. We identify reasons for some of the unexpected tracking discovered in our experiment
4. We provide recommendations on how users can avoid
man-in-the-middle attacks due to lack of proper SSL
security measures present in smartphone applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we briefly describe some of the existing work related to tracking services on Android and iOS. In Section 3, we provide a
general background on tracking services within the context
of our work. Section 4 includes a detailed explanation of our
experimental work, followed by an analysis of our empirical
results in Section 5. In Section 6, we discuss our findings
and we provide our recommendations and future research
directions in Section 7.

2.

RELATED WORK

Both Android and iOS have their own official application
market which is hosted and maintained by Google and Apple, respectively. The application market ecosystem relies
on application developers to register and upload their applications to make them accessible for smartphone users.
Importantly, the developers are required to follow the rules
imposed by the smartphone platforms to ensure that they
do not misuse a user’s private information.
In this section, we present some of the existing work on
tracking services that have been proposed for each of our
chosen platforms.

2.1

Android

The Android platform consists of four layers, which are
the Applications, Application Framework, Libraries and the
OS. An Android application resides on the Applications layer
and is made up of (i) Class, (ii) Resources and (iii) AndroidManifest.xml files. The Class file contains the application

source code written in Java and the Resources file stores
the multimedia files. The AndroidManifest.xml file lists the
permissions that are declared by the application developer;
these permissions are presented to the user during the application installation process.
Google applies a permission-based model [18] as a measure to restrict access to privileged system resources and a
user’s private information for Android applications. As such,
the user has to grant access to all permissions requested by
the application in order for it to be successfully installed.
Consequently, any advertising libraries embedded in the application receive the same privileges as the application that
requested the permissions.
Pearce et al. [28] proposed a framework that can separate
an advertising library from its main application. In order
to do so, a new advertising Application Programming Interface (API) and two additional permissions were introduced.
The authors applied a method known as privilege separation, which involved extracting the advertising component
from the main functionality component of the application.
This ensured that the advertising library did not inherit the
same permissions assigned to an application. To evaluate
their proposal, Pearce et al. chose a dataset of 964 Android applications, out of which 473 applications included
advertising libraries. Their empirical results showed that
the framework was successfully applied on 456 applications
using advertising libraries. As for the remaining 17 applications, the proposed methodology failed to work because
these applications included two permissions in their advertising libraries which were not compatible with the proposed
methodology.
In [31], Shekhar et al. presented their method for separating applications and advertisements in the Android platform. The authors proposed a framework that can take as
input an application with embedded libraries and rewrite it
so that the main functionality of the application and the advertising libraries run as different processes. Shekhar et al.
also verified that, in the rewritten version of the application,
all the permissions requested by the application were indeed
required for the application to function properly.
The authors of [20], [23], [33] and [45] investigated the privacy implications of having third-party advertising libraries
embedded in applications. Their work is described below.
Stevens et al. [33] performed a thorough analysis of thirdparty advertising libraries to have a better understanding of
whether these libraries are unnecessarily accessing private
information stored on a user’s smartphone. Additionally,
the authors presented several vulnerabilities that attackers
can exploit whilst being connected on the same network as
the victim.
Grace et al. [20] presented a thorough study on the different types of private information that can be accessed by
advertising libraries. They observed that some third-party
advertising libraries used unsafe mechanisms to retrieve and
execute code from the Internet. Consequently, this behavior
rendered the user’s private information vulnerable to external attacks that can be carried out via the Internet.
The authors of [23] and [45] proposed some techniques
that can be used to predict if an application will leak private information when installed on the user’s device. In
their work, they presented their understanding of the different avenues through which sensitive information can be
leaked to external entities. While the focus of Mann and

Starostin [23] was primarily on extending their knowledge
of the Dalvik bytecode [34], Zhao and Osorio [45] explored
the implications of personal smartphones within a corporate
environment and how the use of vulnerable applications can
impede business operations.
In their work, Han et al. [21] and Micinski et al. [24]
addressed the concerns surrounding illegal use of a user’s
location information. Han et al. demonstrated that a user’s
location can be inferred by simply monitoring the accelerometers found in smartphones. Furthermore, they claimed that
no permissions are required in order to access the information recorded by accelerometers; hence, making it difficult
to detect the theft of this information. Micinski et al. [24]
took a proactive approach towards sharing a user’s location
with third-parties. The authors investigated the possibility
of truncating any location-relevant information that is sent
to external servers, without compromising the user’s experience while using the application.

2.2

iOS

The iOS platform consists of four principle layers, which
are the (i) Application, (ii) Media, (iii) Core Services and
(iv) OS and Device Drivers layers. Upon installation, an iOS
application will reside on the first layer of the smartphone
platform. Apple does not make use of a permission system
to request access to a user’s private information as each application is vetted before it is uploaded on the application
market. Nevertheless, Apple does not always identify each
instance of compromise of user data by tracking services.
We give some examples of this in the next paragraphs.
In his work [32], Smith described how the Unique Device Identifier (UDID) and location information of a device
running on the iOS platform can be captured by tracking
services, unbeknown to the user. The experimental work involved monitoring traffic to and from the test device, using
Wireshark [44], to determine whether any personally identifiable information was sent out to third-parties.
Egele et al. [9] took a proactive approach towards detection of personal information leaks in iPhone applications
and proposed a tool, PiOS, which can statically detect any
data leaks in an application. The authors explained that
PiOS can automatically generate control flow graphs which
are then used to identify any information leaks to external
sources. To evaluate their tool, a dataset of 1400 (including
both free and paid) iPhone applications was used. Egele et
al. observed that the two most common information leaks
were the UDID (leaked by 195 applications) and location information (leaked by 36 applications).
Agarwal and Hall [1] designed a framework that allowed
iOS users to mask their private information thus, permitting
them to send anonymized data to third-parties. The authors used a technique referred to as crowdsourcing to allow
real users to contribute towards building a knowledge base
of privacy recommendations. The privacy recommendations
were then tested on a dataset of 10, 000 most popular applications. The proposed framework was able to successfully
provide recommendations resulting in improved privacy for
97.1% of the applications in the experimental dataset.

3.

BACKGROUND

As our main focus is on Location Services and Advertising
for Android and iOS, in this section, we provide a general
background on the key terms used in the the context of our

work.

3.1

Tracking Services on Android

Location Services and Advertising on Android 4.0 can be
accessed as described in [19] and [15], respectively.
For Location Services, users have the option to grant or
completely block any access to location-related information.
As a result, users expect that the installed applications will
only use location information when Location Services is on.
In order to verify whether this is indeed the case, we monitor access by installed applications to the following information: Media Access Control (MAC) address, Internet Protocol (IP) address and Global Positioning System (GPS).
MAC address refers to a unique 12-character identifier assigned to a Wi-Fi enabled device. As explained by Goodin
in [13], the MAC address can be used to reveal a user’s “precise location”. As for the IP address and GPS coordinates,
they can both be used to track a user’s physical location, as
described in [5] and [17].
On the other hand, tracking via Advertising on Android
devices cannot be fully disabled. By default, advertising libraries constantly track a user’s behaviour and carry out
targeted advertising. However, with the introduction of the
‘Google Settings’ application [15], after downloading an application from the official market, a user can either opt in
or out of having targeted advertisements delivered through
AdMob [14] - which is owned by Google. Ideally, when a
user chooses to opt out, the expected outcome is not to receive advertisements delivered by AdMob libraries. In order
to monitor advertising tracking, we observe access to the
following information: International Mobile Station Equipment Identity (IMEI), serial number of the Android device
(DeviceID) and the 64-bit number generated on the device’s
first boot (AndroidID). These are three distinct identifiers
that can be used to track a device and subsequently, profile
a user’s behaviour. In Table 1, we list the keyword information that we will use to monitor tracking by Android
applications.
Table 1: Keywords for Android
Location Services Advertising
(i) MAC address
(i) IMEI
(ii) IP address
(ii) DeviceID
(iii) GPS
(iii) AndroidID

3.2

Tracking Services on iOS

Location Services on iOS 6.1 can be turned on/off as described in [36]. We apply the same rationale presented in 3.1
and use a list of keywords to identify any illegitimate access
to location-related information.
With versions of iOS prior to 6.1, advertising companies
were able to capture static ID including the unique device
identifier (UDID) in order to identify and target the device
with advertising. However, with the introduction of iOS
6.1, Apple began to discourage application developers from
capturing and using the UDID for advertising purposes. As
an alternative, Apple offered a randomly generated ‘Identifier For Advertising’ (IFA) [7] allowing targeted advertising
without the use of the UDID.
Since the IFA is a randomly generated value, we cannot
monitor it during real-time communication between smartphone and external servers. On the other hand, the situation

offered us the opportunity to check if application developers had indeed switched to use of the IFA, forgoing UDID
capture. Thus, we monitor the static ID on the iOS version
6.1 device, serial number and UDID, both to test the tracking ‘on/off’ features and to see whether UDID is still being
used.
Table 2 presents the keywords used in the context of our
work in order to monitor tracking on the iOS platform.

shared the same Internet connection, any Internet-based
communication on the smartphone was captured by Mallory, as illustrated in Figure 1. All traffic, including Client
to Server (C2S) and Server to Client (S2C), was recorded in
a database which was later exported for further analysis.

Table 2: Keywords for iOS
Location Services Advertising
(i) MAC address
(i) Serial number
(ii) IP address
(ii) UDID
(iii) GPS

4.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

The aim of our work is to verify the completeness of tracking services on the Android and iOS platforms. In this section, we give further explanation about our dataset and describe our methodology.

4.1

Dataset Collection

In this paper, we focus only on the two most popular platforms, Android (version 4.0) and iOS (version 6.1), that are
currently dominating the smartphone industry. In order to
ensure that the experiment is consistent, we collected for
our dataset only those applications that are from the official
markets [16, 35] and which were developed by the same application developer for both platforms. It should be noted
that since application developer profiles cannot be publicly
accessed on the application markets, we manually checked
the developer’s information for each application (both from
Android and iOS) before including it in our dataset.
We also restricted our collection to applications from the
following four categories as they have a large user base and
the ramifications of information leaks are high: Games, Social Networking, Finance and Business. For each category, we then selected a set of the top free and the top paid
applications. Our final dataset included 102 Android and
102 iOS applications from four categories.

4.2

Experimental Setup

After completing the dataset collection, we proceeded to
set up the experimental environment. We used a Motorola
Razr and an iPhone 4 to test our dataset and a traffic sniffing
tool, Mallory, to capture communication between device and
server and vice versa. Mallory [2] is an open-source mobile
application assessment tool developed by the security firm,
Intrepidus Group [39]. We chose this tool as it is capable
of intercepting Secure Socket Layer (SSL) traffic and acts as
a Man-in-The-Middle (MiTM) proxy, hence facilitating the
capture of real-time communication. It is also worth mentioning that although there exist other privacy monitoring
and sniffing tools [4, 44, 37], from a research standpoint, we
found that Mallory provided good granular control over the
usage of the tool and manageability of the data captured.
We set up Mallory within a VM, running on Linux OS and
allowed the VM to connect to the Internet. In order to relay
traffic between the smartphone and Mallory, we established
a communication channel using the Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol [25]. As the smartphone and Mallory both

Figure 1: Experimental Setup
In order to monitor private information sent out via tracking services, we ignored any S2C traffic and focused only on
C2S communications in our experiment. We started by allowing the smartphones to use tracking services - that is, Location Services and Advertising were both switched on. We
then proceeded to do a clean install of each application and
executed it for a period of two minutes. Once the execution
time was over, we stopped Mallory from recording further
traffic and killed the application process on the smartphone.
We repeated the same steps for each of the 102 Android
and 102 iOS applications in our dataset on their respective
smartphones.
In the second part of our experiment, we disabled Location Services and limited Advertising tracking services on
both the Android and iOS smartphones, as explained in Section 3. We then repeated similar operations as in the first
part of the experiment. We installed the 102 Android and
102 iOS applications one by one on their respective devices,
executed the applications for two minutes and recorded only
C2S traffic.
Once the experiment was concluded, we exported all traffic logs outside the VM and searched for the keywords listed
in Tables 1 and 2.

4.3

Experimental results

For each category of application and each keyword, we
generated a table to record whether or not keyword information had been accessed by the applications in our dataset
during execution time. This overall information is presented
in Figures 2 and 4, and in Table 3
In Table 3, we have presented the resulting data separated
by OS, and have divided each OS column into two parts,
Location Services and Advertising. Under Location Services,
as explained in Section 3, users have the option to either turn
on or turn off location tracking. When Location Services is
‘ON’, we have the following outcomes: If the application
accesses information about the keyword(s) mentioned in the
first column of Tables 1 and 2, then we place a tick (X);
otherwise a cross (5) is recorded. On the other hand, when
Location Services is ‘OFF’, we expect that applications are
not able to access any location-related information. Hence,
a Xrefers to an application that did not use any location
information while 5 indicates that location information was
accessed.
Similarly, for Advertising, we have the ‘ON’ and ‘Limited’ options - as presented in Table 3. When applications
are allowed to track via advertisements, i.e. Advertising is
‘ON’, we place a Xif the application accessed information
about the keyword(s) listed in the second column of Tables 1
and 2; otherwise a 5 is recorded. However, when Advertising is ‘Limited’, a Xmeans that advertising libraries did not
track smartphone users based on our pre-defined keyword(s);
whilst a 5 refers to the contrary.
Of the four categories, 6 out of the 7 Android applications
that leaked the DeviceID and 7 out of 9 iOS applications that
leaked the MAC address belonged to the Games category.
Thus, we felt that it would be worthwhile to analyse this
category carefully and have done so in Figures 3 and 5.

5.

IMEI (75% of 102 applications) and AndroidID (27% of 102
applications) - as shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 indicates that
6 out of the 7 Android applications leaking the DeviceID,
22 of the 76 applications leaking the IMEI and 14 of the 28
applications leaking the AndroidID were from Games.

Figure 2: Leaky Android Applications with Tracking
OFF (all 4 categories)
As for the dynamic information, only 5% of the 102 Android applications leaked the IP address and the GPS information was never read by the applications in our dataset.
We also noted that only the applications belonging to the
Social Networking category did not access any dynamic
information.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

We examined a dataset of 102 Android and 102 iOS applications with the aim to test if tracking services embedded
on the two smartphone platforms operate as claimed. In
the first part of this section, we elaborate on the information that was leaked when tracking was turned off and in
the second part, we give an overview of our experimental
dataset comparing results when tracking is turned on and
off.

5.1

Information Leaks for Tracking Off

Figures 2 - 5 present the number of applications that
leaked information related to the list of keywords in Section 3. The y-axis denotes the total number of applications and the x-axis refers to the types of information that
are leaked. In order to facilitate the interpretation of our
experimental results, we combine the items on the x-axis
into two categories: (i) Dynamic and (ii) Static information.
Dynamic information refers to any meaningful data that are
liable to changes due to the user’s physical surrounding. For
both the Android and iOS platforms, we consider IP address and GPS as dynamic information. Conversely, Static
information refers to those keywords that remain unchanged
throughout the lifetime of the smartphone. In the case of
Android, we have MAC address, IMEI, DeviceID and AndroidID; for iOS - MAC address and UDID.
From our empirical results, we found that for the set of
Android applications, the most leaked static information is

Figure 3: Leaky Android Games Applications with
Tracking OFF
In Figure 4, it can be observed that static information was
the most leaked data amongst the iOS applications. More
precisely, 9% and 12% of the 102 applications sent out the
MAC address and UDID, respectively. It is also worth noting that 80% of the applications that leaked the MAC address belonged to the Games category - as shown in Figure 5.
Although this particular application category did not leak
any dynamic information, we found that 11% of the applications from the remaining three categories, accessed the
IP address and GPS information. While only the applications from the Business and Finance category leaked the
IP address, the GPS information was sent out by applications from the Business and Social Networking category.
In fact, the Business category is the only set of applications

Table 3: Tracking Services in Android and iOS Applications (Category: Games)
Android
iOS
Application Name
Location Services
Advertising
Location Services
Advertising
ON
OFF
ON Limited
ON
OFF
ON Limited
5
X
X
5
1. Sonic Dash
X
5
X
5
5
X
X
5
2. Pic Combo
5
X
5
X
5
X
X
5
3. Temple Run
5
X
5
X
5
X
5
X
4. Candy Crush
5
X
5
X
5
X
X
5
5. 4 Pics 1 Word
X
5
5
X
X
5
X
5
6. Megapolis
X
5
X
5
5
X
X
5
7. Doodle Jump
5
X
X
5
5
X
X
5
8. Subway Surfers
X
X
5
X
5
X
X
5
9. Nimble Quest
X
5
5
X
5
X
X
5
10. UNO & Friends
5
X
5
X
5
X
X
5
11. Royal Revolt
X
5
5
X
5
X
X
5
12. Lucky Wheel for Friends
5
X
5
X
X
X
X
5
13. Tiny Troopers 2
5
X
5
X
5
X
X
5
14. Smash it
5
X
5
X
5
X
X
5
15. Where’s my Water
5
X
5
X
5
X
X
5
16. Temple Run: OZ
5
X
5
X
5
X
X
5
17. Angry Birds Star Wars
5
X
5
X
5
X
X
5
18. Plants vs Zombies
5
X
X
5
5
X
X
5
19. Wreck it Ralph
5
X
5
X
5
X
X
5
20. Vector
X
5
5
X
5
X
X
5
21. Where’s my Perry
5
X
5
X
5
X
X
5
22. Bad Piggies
5
X
5
X
5
X
X
5
23. Backflip Madness
5
X
5
X
5
X
X
5
24. Slingshot Racing
5
X
5
X
5
X
X
5
25. Plague
5
X
5
X
5
X
X
5
26. Tetris
5
X
5
X
that leaked all 4 types of information that we monitored on
the iOS platform.

Figure 5: Leaky iOS Games Applications with Tracking OFF
Figure 4: Leaky iOS Applications with Tracking
OFF (all 4 categories)

5.2

Tracking On v/s Tracking Off

We present in Tables 4 and 5 the keyword information
captured for Android and iOS applications. We compare
the number of applications that sent out private information
when tracking was turned on and off. It should be emphasized that the comparisons are based on a small dataset.
In Table 4, we observed that the IMEI is the most leaked

Table 4: Tracking On and Off in Android Applications
Keyword
Business
Finance
Games
Social Networking
ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF
ON
OFF
IP Address
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
GPS
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
MAC Address
2
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
IMEI
19
14
10
18
18
22
18
22
DeviceID
0
0
0
0
11
6
0
1
AndroidID
1
3
1
5
14
14
8
6

Table 5: Tracking On and Off in iOS Applications
Business
Finance
Games
Social Networking
ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF
ON
OFF
IP Address
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
GPS
6
6
0
0
0
0
2
2
MAC Address
3
2
0
0
7
7
0
0
UDID
3
3
2
3
4
4
1
2
Keyword

information by Android applications, irrespective of whether
tracking is turned on or off. In fact, with the exception
of the applications from the Business category, the rest of
the dataset leaked the IMEI more often when tracking was
turned off. Similarly, for the remaining list of keywords,
there was not much difference in the number of applications
that leaked a particular keyword when tracking was enabled
and disabled.
In Table 5, UDID was the only keyword that consistently
leaked across all four categories. We observed that for both
tracking on and off, the applications from the Business and
Games categories leaked the same number of times and there
was only a slight discrepancy for the applications in the remaining two categories.

6.

DISCUSSION

Our experimental results provide insights into the operability of the tracking services on the Android and iOS platforms. In this section, we present these insights along with
some ideas for future research directions.
Dynamic Information. As described in Section 5, dynamic information used by tracking services, is affected by
the user’s physical location. Traditionally, advertisements
are displayed through in-application banners. However, we
observed that in one particular Games application, ‘4 Pics 1
Word’, although Location Services was ‘OFF’, the device’s
IP address was sent out to the advertiser in order to display in-application high-definition videos - which is simply
another form of advertising. One could argue that such leakage of dynamic information, which changes regularly, need
not be of concern; however, as explained by Warren in [43],
whilst a single piece of dynamic information is harmless to
the user’s privacy, a collection of such information can reveal the location history of the user and could potentially
be misused.
Static Information. Android’s DeviceID and iOS’s UDID
were the most leaked static information in smartphone applications. Generally, smartphone users tend to be cautious
when downloading applications as they do not want to install applications that would compromise their device and
private information. When a user agrees to grant access to

the requested permissions by an Android application, the
underlying assumption is that only the application in question will be given access to restricted resources, and these
resources will not be sent to other parties. However, in our
experiment, we observed that over 80% of the Android applications sent the IMEI information to the smartphone vendor’s server without the user’s knowledge.
IFA. We mentioned in Section 3.2 that in iOS version 6.1,
Apple has tried to entice application developers away from
the capture of UDID by offering an alternative randomly
generated value (IFA). Table 5 indicates that MAC address
and UDID are captured at about the same rate, averaged
over four categories. Since application updates are pushed
out to iOS devices, without further information, we can only
conclude that developers do not feel it is worthwhile to make
IFA-associated changes to their applications.
Tracking Services & SSL. Although the main focus of
our work is to verify the tracking services settings embedded
within Android and iOS, we should point out that information leaks do not necessarily only take place via such services. As observed by Fahl et al. [11], users who install compromised SSL certificates are in fact providing a backdoor to
attackers and subsequently allowing them to sniff any sensitive information that is sent to and from the smartphone and
external servers. In our experiment, we noticed that nearly
95% of our 204 applications sent email addresses and passwords in clear text, which is an indication that appropriate
validation measures for SSL certificates are lacking. In some
cases, applications did display a warning message to the user
who can easily ignore it and proceed to communicate via the
insecure channel.

7.

RECOMMENDATIONS

There is no doubt that advertising is a fundamental pillar
of the smartphone business model as it allows application
developers to offer their application free of charge to the
public whilst still earning revenue from in-application advertisements for their work. Moreover, although location
services are primarily used for navigation purposes, advertising companies do certainly exploit this functionality to
increase their revenue. Thus, advertising is unlikely to dis-

appear from smartphones in the near future. Based on our
empirical results, we provide recommendations to the following three main stakeholders.
1. Novice Smartphone Users.
We strongly recommend this category of users to download applications only from the official markets as they
are less likely to be malicious. Moreover, although
one cannot guarantee that all the applications found
on official markets are definitely clean, there is always
a chance for any malicious applications to be deleted
from the market when reported to the designated authorities.
2. Smartphone Manufacturers.
Recently, Google [30] announced that they will no longer
allow application developers to upload applications that
are designed to block advertisements as these applications do not conform to rules and regulations imposed
by Google. Furthermore, from our experiment, we also
found that the limited advertising tracking option introduced by Apple is not effective in preventing unauthorized access to the UDID information.
In order to address the shortcomings in tracking services on the Android and iOS platforms, we believe
that the device manufacturers can help to alleviate the
issue of tracking by providing users with pre-installed
applications so that they have more control of their private information instead of relying on the smartphone
OS.
3. Academia/Industry.
Lastly, we propose that researchers from academia and
industry within the field come together to form an
open-source research community. The community could
develop open-source applications that will help to compensate for the security vulnerabilities found in existing applications offered by the official application markets.
In order to encourage all major industry players to
participate, similar testing of other major smartphone
OS such as Windows Phone 8 and Blackberry would
be a good first step. Our team is already involved in
such work.
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